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How Top Tech Trends Are
Impacting Project Management

P

MI Today spoke to PMI Board
of Directors member J.
Davidson Frame about data
analytics, artificial intelligence (AI)
and the internet of things (IoT) to
get his perspective on how these
tech trends are being leveraged for
successful project management.
The term data analytics sounds
formidable. Is data analytics new?
The term may be fairly new, but
the underlying principle has been
employed for millennia. Consider
that 4,500 years ago the builders
at Giza quarried, cut, shipped and
emplaced 2.3 million stone blocks,
each weighing 2.5 to 15 tons, to
create one pyramid. Somebody was
doing a lot of computing to achieve
results on their projects! What’s new
is that in the 1950s and 1960s, we

consciously developed data-driven
systems and techniques to support
project efforts. Project evaluation
review techniques (PERT)/critical
path method (CPM) and earned value
management (EVM) are wellknown
examples. These techniques
enabled project professionals to
employ budget, task and resource
requirements to plan, execute and
track projects.
Where do we stand with data
analytics today?
Since the early days of data analytics
after World War II, techniques for
analyzing project data have grown
more sophisticated, expanding our
project management capabilities
beyond just planning and tracking
project costs and schedules. One
simple way to see this is to view
data analytics as occurring on three
levels. At level 1, descriptive data
analytics uses project-related data
to create a snapshot of where the

... continued on page 3

project should be going (i.e., the plan),
what its current status is, and what
course correction may be needed to
keep it on track. At level 2, predictive
data analytics looks at projects in
modeling terms, tying the different
components of project efforts
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From the Editor’s Desk

In late November 2020, the PMIIC Branch Bandung held an annual event
(Leaders Meeting), and this year’s Leaders Meeting changed the name
to READERS (Project Leaders Meeting).
From PMI HQ, the article discusses Digital Exclusive: 4 Ways to Keep
Your Professional Development on Track. We had two PRANKS sessions
in November 2020 and in case you missed them, we feature a report of
the events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like
to thank the contributors of this edition and
everyone who has supported in the preparation
of this newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading this
edition.
Rafi Sani Hardono
Editor in Chief

together with a view of assessing different outcomes
associated with different strategies. It examines project
efforts in the broadest terms (e.g., accommodating the
supply chain, handling contracting constraints) and can
employ reasonably sophisticated analytical tools like AI,
Monte Carlo simulation and handling voice data. At level 3,
prescriptive data analytics is specifically concerned with
using data to identify optimal project performance, not
only in respect to time, budget and work performance,
but in serving the organization’s strategic objectives.
Amazon is a master in this area: All of its decisions—
project or otherwise— are informed by a concurrent
juggling of its customer relationship management (CRM)
data, vendor performance data, psychological profiles
associated with buyer behavior and more. When a friend
recently told me that Amazon knew her better than her
mother did, she wasn’t kidding.
How necessary is data analytics for managing
projects effectively?
The need to use data analytics capabilities is determined
situationally. For example, it is hard to imagine running even
the simplest projects without using basic data to inform
decision making. When dealing with major programs,
data analytics enables program managers and business
managers to integrate cost, schedule, quality, work
performance, and employee, customer, purchasing and
contract data so they can have a full understanding of
project prospects and status and can adjust performance
to deliver better outcomes faster. Taking advantage of
evolving big data analytic capabilities, they can work with
unthinkably large data sets instantly (including voice data)
to have a real-time understanding of billion-dollar projects,
enabling them to guide the project management effort
effectively.
We’ve been hearing a lot about AI, machine learning,
the IoT and other exotic-sounding terms. Where do
they fit in project management?
Regarding AI, an easy answer is that we’ve embedded AI
in our business processes for decades. A key feature of AI
is that it enables us to make human-like decisions without
humans. If we’ve set up a project scheduling system
that updates task start and end dates as we acquire
actual data on work performance, and it automatically
computes impacts on the project completion date, we’ve
got a low-end AI system. High-end AI can be enormously
sophisticated and can assume many of the chores
carried out on projects without human intervention. As
the Turing Test suggests, when our AI-driven processes
produce results that are indistinguishable from actual
human behavior, we’ve reached the pinnacle of artificial
intelligence.
Does this mean that AI will make project managers
obsolete? The general consensus is: not any time soon.
Prevailing wisdom holds that by taking care of routine
drudge work, AI frees project professionals to direct
their attention to highvalue conceptual, strategic,
peoplefocused and entrepreneurial matters. While project
managers and highvalue staff will still have their project

work cut out for them, the increasing use of AI on projects
will change the nature of the work they do, moving away
from routine chores to addressing high-value challenges.
It will have an impact on the competencies they need
to master. Historically, the project team’s job has been
defined as managing the triple constraint (i.e., to get
the job done on time, within budget and according to
specifications). This entailed learning and using 50-yearold techniques in the areas of budgeting, allocating
resources, managing costs and scheduling work. The
new competencies promote developing an agile mindset,
thinking strategically, making evidence-based decisions,
establishing collaborative work relations with partners and
more.
What about other newly emerging tools and
perspectives?
As to other exotic tools and perspectives, currently their
value is determined by the specific requirements of
specific work; if you need to learn them, your organization
should provide you with the needed training and skills.
Consider the IoT. It enables devices on the internet (or
other network systems) to communicate with each other.
Its value in engineering and manufacturing processes has
been well established. For example, sensors embedded in
the delivery trucks that United Parcel Service (UPS) uses
provide an abundance of data to track the maintenance
needs of their vehicles without human inspection carried
out by using defined maintenance schedules. So, IoT can
be great in managing a wide range of physical processes.
At this moment, its value for projects— which are unique
and require substantial agility—is less clear. But as the
adage goes—never say never. We may find 10 years from
now that IoT is the next big thing.
What does it take to get up to speed?
In our rapidly changing world, smart project management
practitioners will make an effort to become aware of
tools and perspectives that have emerged and continue
to evolve. I suggest that in order to be competent in
data science basics, everyone should be literate in the
basics of math and statistics at the level of freshman
studies in universities, and should be fluent in spreadsheet
usage. Whether practitioners will opt to move forward
to the next level of capability will likely be driven by the
requirements of their work environment.

J. Davidson Frame, PhD, PMP, PMI Fellow
PMI 2020 Board of Directors
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READERS 2020
In

late November 2020, the PMIIC Branch Bandung held
an annual event (Leaders Meeting), and this year’s
Leaders Meeting changed the name to READERS (Project
Leaders Meeting). READERS is one of the prestigious
seminars aiming to gather project practitioners and
enthusiasts to discuss recent project issues. This year’s
READERS have 2 topics for professionals and students.
The professional topic is “PMO Challenge in Indonesia: How
to Measure its Success” and the student topic is “How to
Kick-Start your PMO Career in your Early Working Stage”.
For professional topics delivered by our honourable
speaker, Mr. Sachlani, PMP., PSM I., P3OF. He begins a
career in Project Management and PMO practitioner
with 20+ years’ experience in IT project management in
various sectors. He is explained Challenge in PMO base
on brainstorming result with Project Management Office
Professional Indonesia (PMOPI) in October 2018, there
are 5 challenge groups in PMO that practitioner feels
such as unclear scope, function,
positioning, and value of the PMO
in the organization; Office politics,
pressure from all sides; Hard to get
stakeholders buy-in; No specific
guidance, framework, or standard
as a reference for running PMO
in an organization; Identifying the
best-suited tools/software for
PMO.
He also invited participants to be
interactive by discussing ‘what PMO
does the organization or company’
using the Miro application and
invited discussions to answer some
questions such as why they have
a PMO? What functions a service
that their PMO has? What are the
PMO benefits for them? Based on
PMNetwork magazine in 2018. This
topic professional attracted 40+
project practitioners from various
backgrounds and different parts of
Indonesia.
For student topics delivered by
our honourable speaker Mr Athar
Januar, PMP., PMI-ACP. He began
his career in 2010 he found his
passion for project management
and became a trainer and he
developed his interest in agile
and change management in the
last 10 years. With an audience
of 40+ project management
enthusiasts coming from various
universities and backgrounds. He
shared his experience in starting
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From
BOARD

a career in project management and tips on starting a
career in project management. He explained the growing
demand for project management roles, job requirements,
responsibilities.
He explained that based on publishing PMI in 2017 in the
future there will be increasing jobs that require project
management skills. Why? Work Today a lot of collaboration
and coordination. He was explained about PMI Talent
Triangle that must be owned such as Technical project
management skills are defined as skills to effectively
apply project management knowledge to deliver the
desired outcomes for programs or project; Strategic
and management skills involve the ability to see the
high-level overview of the organization, negotiate and
implement decisions and action; Leadership skills involve
the ability to guide, motivate, and direct a team. More
effective communications are the same as better project
management.

From
HQ

Digital Exclusive:
4 Ways to Keep Your Professional
Development on Track
- Lindsay Scott
Distributed teams existed long before the coronavirus.
But now that virtual is the new norm, advancing your
career requires remote control, too. Everything from
job interviews to professional conferences to day-today engagement has shifted to online. With meeting
and messaging apps more essential than ever, project
professionals must pivot to stand out amid uncertainty.
Here are four ways to keep your career—and
performance—on track:
1. Customize check-ins—and the applause
Your team’s remote work is a reflection of your success.
Yet there’s a fine line between holding virtual team
members accountable and smothering them with checkins. Tailoring the ground rules for engagement and
oversight will build trust and ensure performance doesn’t
skip a beat.
Take time to determine how each team member best
engages remotely, whether it’s a full video call or quick
messaging chats. The payoff: They will feel more inclined
to share updates and empowered to keep tasks on
schedule. But mix up the format for team ceremonies
so everyone’s voice gets heard and all milestones are
celebrated. Virtual formats are perfect for promoting the
team’s accomplishments—and your own leadership—with
a wider audience.
2. Break the networking rules
Virtual conferences are all but certain for the foreseeable
future. While absorbing presentations at virtual
conferences is easy, meeting other attendees isn’t. One
networking hack: Open the chat functionality on the video
conferencing software to join real-time conversations
during presentations. Initially, it might feel awkward to chat
with others during keynotes or breakout sessions, but
that’s the beauty of a virtual event. It’s the commentary
from others and additional resource sharing that brings
an extra richness to the experience.
If you like what you’re reading from others, hop onto
conference messaging to let them know and make more
formal introductions. Do the same for speakers: ask
questions, reach out afterward, describe which moments
resonated with you the most and thank them. It’s an easy
way to warm up the introduction you’ll make later via
email or LinkedIn.

3. Ace the virtual interview—and wear pants
Job hunts have become a full-on digital pursuit. Becoming
comfortable on-camera is a must, so ask a friend or
mentor to simulate video interviews with you. As you
rehearse, have the other person evaluate your posture,
volume and response time to ensure you look in-command
when the real interviews take place.
Make sure you and your surroundings look their best, too.
When your home is the setting, an errant sock, rogue pet
or untimely ring of a doorbell can distract. Find a quiet,
clean space for your background. Then take it for a trial
run. Preview how it looks on screen—and be sure to adjust
the camera angle so the focus is squarely on you. And
dress for success, just like an in-person interview.
4. Free time? Close the learning gap
Any time you’re saving by not commuting can be applied
to building new skills and studying how they fit within The
Project Economy. That certification you were always too
busy to pursue? Earn it now by devoting an hour each
day to exam prep. Need to refresh or fine-tune technical
or people skills? There’s a flood of free webinars and
podcasts that can help with everything from estimating
to empathy.
Plus, many organizations are paving the way. For instance,
PMI launched an online test for the Project Management
Professional (PMP)® certification so you can take it from
the safety and convenience of home.
Not sure where to start? Conduct a self-analysis: Review
your past successes and failures to identify skills gaps and
carefully assess what you have to offer and where you
have room to grow. In a time of uncertainty, focusing on
professional development now will pay off down the road.

Lindsay Scott is the director of
program and project management
recruitment at Arras People in
London, England.
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PRANKS 17:
Strategic Design & Project Delivery:
Bridging the Gap
The 17th Project Management Knowledge
Sharing (PRANKS) hosting our honorable
speaker, Lee R. Lambert, PMP, PMI Fellow,
CEO Lambert Consulting Group. He has
logged 50+ years of project management
experience and is considered one of
the world’s thought leaders on project
management methods and how they can
be utilized to create and sustain value
added Leadership and Collaboration
capabilities.
With amusing illustrations and stories
from personal experience, Lee walked the
participants through the importance of
strategic alignment of projects and how
somes project assumptions are made with
unrealistic expectations. It is important for
project managers in this case, to highlight
the sponsors in case any misalignments
are seen, so that corrective actions can be
taken, whether during the execution or the
existence of the project itself.
Many questions were asked by the PRANKS
participants, showing how the topic
resonates with them in their daily lives
working in projects. Especially for projects
that serve internal customers, the strategic
alignment tends to get lost and even
dragged out because of the loose/ flexible
deadlines or budget. He also touched on the
importance of projectized financing; it is
very important to have the role of a project
accountant or cost controller that tracks
the cost of projects, including any shared
costs. Only if the project is accounted
for properly, the organization can really
evaluate if the benefit realization matches
with what was planned during the initiation
or even the business case phase.
This PRANKS session attracted 52 members
& non members connecting from different
parts of Indonesia. If you want to join, please
stay tuned and register to the event. They
are conducted monthly and are published
through the Chapter’s communication
channels.
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Bayu A. Firmansyah, PMP, PMI-RMP
VICE PRESIDENT TREASURY
Bayu holds a Masters degree in Construction Management from University
of Indonesia and graduated in 2008. He worked for Lemtek UI and UOB Bank
in the Personal Financial Services Division before moving to Avenew Group.
Currently, he works to develop Avenew Indonesia and Avenew Akademi Inovasi
to be a reputable management consulting firm in project, program and
portfolio management as well as people development. His passion is in project
management and financial engineering.
Bayu obtained his PMP certification in 2012 and PMI-RMP in 2018. He has
volunteered for the PMI Indonesia Chapter since 2013 and served different roles.
He was elected to be VP Branch in 2017 and currently serves as VP Treasury.
During spare time, he enjoys traveling and trying culinary delicacies in different
places.

Bayu Waseso
BOARD MEMBER GENERAL SECRETARY
Bayu holds a Master’s degree in Software Engineering. He is currently continuing
with his PhD study at Asia eUniversity. He began his professional career in
the IT industry in 1997 and held a number of roles, from system analysts to
management roles. At the moment, he is the Project Manager at PT. Permata
Anugrah Abadi in the Security Monitoring Database. Some of his professional
qualifications are in the fields of a management information system, software
development and IT governance. He is also a Universitas Mercu Buana lecturer
and a professional trainer for ITIL and COBIT.
Bayu is currently volunteering for the Indonesian PMI Chapter in the General
Secretary team.

From
MEMBER
After many years of running projects, I
decided to become PMP certified. My
assumption based on my experience to
achieve certification would be easy. But I was
Big Wrong! when I start the journey of this
certification facing different point of view
and I must change my mind and follow PMI’s,
I need to learn and start thinking of project
management according to PMBOK standard
During SG 14 introduce me to PMBOK 6th
concept, process and knowledge areas,
storyline also all mentors suggest us to
conduct, answer FAQ, storyline, online quiz
and brain dumps, for the first time it hard
to me to fulfilled these requirement, but
my goal is to get PMP certification, I should
ignore the pain and enjoyed the process.
After SG 14 finished I added activities to take
exam preparation 200 each taken from bank

question and review is one of key factors to
understand question point of view, updated
study plan, hand writing summary of PMBOK
6th and finally drilling with mentors to ensure
PMBOK concept fully understand before
taking the real exam.
Appreciation and many thanks to all mentors
and mentee to support, motivate us until we
pass the PMP exam. The Study Group which
is provided by PMI Indonesia Chapter is the
trusted way to get PMP certification.
Thank you, PMI Indonesia Chapter.
Agustinus Supriyanto L.T, PMP
Mentees at PMI Indonesia Study Group#14
Project Manager PT.Berlian Sistem
Information (Subsidiaries of Mitsubishi Groups
Japan
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PMI Fact File
Statistics through 31 September 2020

CERTIFICATIONS
Total Active Holders

TOTAL
MEMBERS
627,346

CAPM

PfMP

Certified
Associate
in Project
Management

Portfolio
Management
Professional

46,357

PMP

896

PgMP

1,038,797

3,002

Project
Management
Professional

214 countries and
territories
PMI has 306 chartered
and 7 potential chapters

More Than 6 Million
PMBOK Guide
Editions Now in
Circulation

Program
Management
Professional

PMIRMP

PMIPBA

PMI Risk
Management
Professional

PMI
Professional
in Business
Analisys

6,309

PMI-SP

PUBLISHING

4,188

PMIACP

2,176

6,500,000+

PMI Scheduling
Professional

Total copies of all editions (include
PMI-Publised translation) of the
PMBOK Guide in Circulation.

36,839

PMI Agile
Certified
Practitioner
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Congratulations and welcome to Indonesia chapter for our New
Members.
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew members, your
involvement and supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are very valuable
for us. In November 2020 we had 34 new members and 42 members who
renewed their membership. We hope next month, with more marvellous
activities provided by PMI Indonesia Chapter, more members would renew
their membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI Indonesia Chapter
because good things happen when you stay involved with PMI.

New Members list
per November 2020
Abdul Razak
Abdul Wahid Ramadani
Alexander Kurniawan Soesanto
Andri Yuliansa
Anzhari Luthfi
Chandra Dewi Rosalina
Dany Pristiyan
Darma Putra Tarigan
Decky Antony Kifta
Dissa Estisari
Elfriandi Rosna
Ernest Karim
Fauzie Danendra
Hendra Adi Putra
Indra Tambunan
Iwan Kurniawan
Jeffry Surya Anthoni
Kenji Surya Utama
Muchlas Raditya Wirawan
Nur Kuncoro Hadi
Prastiwo Anggoro
Rahadian Agnies Septanto
Pamungkas
Rohmat Hidayat
Ryan Aditya Nugraha
Setyo Waluyo
Sony Wiryawan
Sudi Wahana
Sugondo Suryadarma
Suratno Mr
Untoro Eko Saputro
Wahyu Sejati
Wendy Efendi
Yulian Wahyudi
Zulvikqy Liandy

Re-join and Renew Members list per November 2020
Agnis Virtinova Avency
Agus Efendi
Andri Purwana
Anita Anita
Arisman Indrawan
Aryoputro Wicaksono
Ayi Kusdudi
Boyke Pribadi
Deot Siswantoro
Dharma Tora Simamora
Dian Rizki
Dwi Novi Kusumawati
Ekasurya Poerwanto
Fauzi Malik
Fauzi Yusuf
Ferdiansyah
Ferdyan Hardinata
Frank Eschenhagen
Freddy Sutanto
Gua Jauwidi
Hari Subagyo

Haris Sahlan
Hojoon Lee
Inez Nirjana
Irvan Kurniawan Jong
Jeffry Novy Joris
John Sihotang
Kim Hui Tan
Krisman Oppusunggu
Muhammad Iqbal Faruqi
Prastowo Sundoro
Putu Kresna
R Rikie Cahyadi
Rahadian Bisma
Raisyuli Indria
Rama Dhani
Resha Ilham
Sigit A Wibowo
Ujang Ramdan
Vincentius Ricky Tanubrata
Yudi Adrianto
Yustia Moniqe
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PRANKS 18:
AITEHAKADORI KANBAN – The New
Vaccine for Your Troubled Projects
In tha last week of November, the Chapter hosted its 18th
Project Management Knowledge Sharing (PRANKS) hosting
our honorable speaker, Yuichi Suzuki and Amin Leiman.
Yuichi Suzuki is the founder of Collaboration for Impact
(CFI) – a multidimensional approach to create and
maintain a harmonious project environment using
Aitehakadori thinking. Through his many years of dealing
with human-related challenges including working for the
top financial institutions in Japan, he develops a passion
to create a better project environment using Aitehakadori
thinking. He lives in Tokyo, Japan and is an alumnus of
Sophia University, Japan.
Amin Leiman is the founder of Karate Project
Management (KPM) – a unique approach to manage the
four types of energy (physical, mental, emotional, spiritual
) to better deal with conflicts that arise in projects. He is
a Kanban and Agile coach who lives in Los Angeles, USA.
Amin attended Seikei University, Japan and is an alumnus
of Thunderbird Global School of Management, USA. Also,
he holds a first degree black belt in Shotokan Karate from
SKIF, Tokyo, Japan.
AITEHAKADORI KANBAN is a collaboration for impact (CFI)
approach to prevent your projects from “getting into
troubles” by applying the 7 principles of Aitehakadori
thinking using Kanban practices. Aitehakadori in Japanese
means the other sides as opposed to Jibunhakadori –
thinking of your side!
The 7 principles that will be discussed are as follows.
1. MISSION – the Project Manager should act like a “Taishi”
or Ambassador of the project to fulfill the mission of the
project rather than just merely executing the required
tasks.
2. HUMAN SYSTEM DESIGN – by focusing on the process
design that is human friendly, potential bottlenecks
due to miscommunications can be avoided. This focus
on “Tehai” or arrangement of human interactions will
create a harmonious project ambiance.
3. “SHIGOTO” - focusing on the “Nihonteki-na Shigoto” –
Japanese-style Job as opposed to merely doing the
tasks.
4. WHOLENESS – better understanding of process
dependencies,
5. THE OTHER SIDE – understanding of other processes
6. DEEPER THINKING – multidimensional view of events,
and
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7. DETERMINATION – to fulfill the duty of a “Taishi” in
completing the mission.
This PRANKS session attracted 55 members & non
members connecting from different parts of Indonesia.
If you want to join our upcoming PRANKS session, please
stay tuned and register to the event. They are conducted
monthly and are published through the Chapter’s
communication channels.

STUDY GROUP 17th SESSION
“The First Online Study Group”
Study Group for Project Management Professional
Certification has just completed its 17th Season now. It
is conducted for PMP aspirants to prepare themselves
better for the Project Management Professionals (PMP)
exam held by the Project Management Institute (PMI).
The Study Group initiative is held under the Board of
Education of the PMI Indonesian Chapter, hence one
of the prerequisites to join would be the PMI Indonesia
Chapter’s Membership. Each of the Study Group seasons
is divided into 13 meetings, one for each chapter of the
PMBOK, and are held twice a week every Tuesday evening
and Saturday morning.
This study group is prepared for those who want to pass
in fast track and is open to everyone even if they have no
knowledge of PMBOK, the Study Group is Built more to
provide better understanding of PMBOK for learners who
have already obtained their eligibility ID from PMI and are
actually preparing toward the exam. These learners are
called Study Group Mentees
While the topic of each meeting would be focused on one
Chapter of the PMBOK 6th Edition, most of the time it can
cover a lot more. The model of the Study Group class
is a facilitated small discussions group, guided by PMPcertified Mentors. Most of these facilitators were once
Mentees of the earlier season of Study Group.
In order for the Mentees to be better prepared for the
exam, there are also several tools prepared by a mentor
such as Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), Brain Dump
exercise, Pre-test, Post Test and drill with 50 questions of
each chapter within an hour. Using those tools, the Study
Group have had a very high rate of success in having our
Mentees passing the PMP Exam.

PMI
Activities

PMP Exam is tough, passing PMP Exam at the first
attempt need a mentee’s full commitment in:
- Reading and trying to comprehend each Chapters of
the PMBOK6th Edition prior to the class meeting.
- Completing all the given tasks/homework (FAQ, Brain
dumps, Pre-test, Post-test, Storyline, chapter resume,
etc.)
- Actively participating in each class sessions and in the
WhatsApp group
- Focusing on other preparations as suggested by the
Mentors
Each Mentees are typically asked for their Study Plan
build as a mini-project, and then the Mentors will help
guide them to finish all the milestones and pass their PMP
Exam as the end goal.
With the successful completion of the study group, we
would like to thank:
- The Committee for their ideas, material, methods and
especially for their valuable time. collaboration of each
committee member has the greatest impact to make
this study group successful.
- The Mentors - for their mentorship in online classes,
each of them have given the best for their mentees,
fully committing their time to help the mentees pass the
PMP Exam.
- PMI Indonesian Chapter’s for full support for this event.
- The family of our mentors and mentees for their
support because undoubtedly the sessions have
sacrificed some of their valuable time together.
Hendry Ricardo Hutasoit, PMP
Head of Class
Study Group Session 17
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